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Priority

To activate Learner Voice in Teaching,
Learning and Assessment at Junior
Cycle.

Target

To activate student voice in reporting
and formative feedback at Junior
Cycle through the formation of the
Student Learning Team.



1. Overview of Engagement 



Student Learning Team

• Student Learning Team
was formed in September.

•Mr Keane and Mr Dunne
visited classes to explain
the role of the SLT and
hand out application forms
to interested students.



Student Learning Team

• Interviews were held 
and a team was formed.

•The SLT is made up of 
16 students: 2-4 
students from each year 
group. 

•No sixth years involved.



Student Learning Team

• Bi-weekly meetings with a focus 
on formative feedback and 
reporting.

• Students discussed:

➢Why feedback is important

➢What good feedback entails

➢The best types of feedback

➢What good reports involved



Student Learning Team



Student Learning Team



Student Learning Team Video



“I think that most reports are good
overall but some teachers need to
describe more about what we need
to improve on as some just say keep
up the good work and we need more
information then that to help use
revise and study for exams.”

What Students Reported Back:



“It would be helpful if the teachers
writing reports went into detail in
every aspect and topic of the piece
of writing or the exam so that you
know which pieces need to be
improved upon.”

What Students Reported Back:



What Students Reported Back:

“I think teachers can improve
reports by focusing on specific
areas in each subject and
giving us actions to do to
further better our work in the
future.”



• Feedback makes students think about and reflect on what they
have done.

• A mixture of verbal and written feedback is best because they
both have value.

• Currently many students find school reports generic and
unhelpful.

• Reports should be specific to the student and not based on a
single assessment such as a CBA or an exam.

• Reports should praise aspects of the students work and provide
them with information on how to better they’re work in the
future.

What Students Reported Back:





Introduce Staff to JC Reporting 
Guidelines. 

Staff Meeting on 23/09/2019

We must stress that these detailed comments must focus

on strengths and targets for improvement.

• Comments/Reporting should support student progress.

• There should be statements that focus on quality.

• Comments should be learning focused not ego driven.

• Considerations should be made for the impact on student
wellbeing.

• Feedback should be focused on criteria and learning.



2. Win/Success Indicators

•Our Termly Reports

Have reports changed to reflect the
students concerns and points
regarding feedback and reporting?

•Ask Students:

(focus groups and surveys)



Third Year Focus Group and SLT Feedback to 
Staff

• Changes noticed: No grade for subjects engaged in new JCT, % -
clearer, exam focus.

• Reports should have:
• CBA information – separate.
• Not only CBA or exam focus but should also refer to topics such

as homework, classwork, behaviour, exam topics (to focus on),
target areas in exam.

• “In recent times I’ve seen a lot of changes in the reports, they’re
getting bigger and more detailed. I think that’s good. They also
contain CBAs and classwork in them.”

• Mixed results



Third Year Pre-Mock Reports Oct. 2019

Sample A 

‘Continuous self-directed learning at home using the
resources and websites recommended in class will
ensure a steady linguistic progression. Regular diligent
self-reflection on completed written, oral and aural
work and tests in ****** copy will enhance her learning
and steadily move her forward with the language. Well
done on a good term’s work and participation’
(October 2019).



Third Year Pre-Mock Reports
Sample B

‘**** is working well and has great ability but he must challenge himself
to achieve his full potential - set a target grade for your mock exam,
devise a realistic study plan and begin consistent revision of each topic.
Active participation in class may help keep him more focused and on
task in class. In January **** must complete the second CBA which is a
Science in Society Investigation (SSI).

Students will have three weeks to research a scientific issue and its
impact on society. They will have to analyse and evaluate the
information collected and draw conclusions based on the evidence. ****
should have his topic chosen at this stage. It is very important that he
gives the SSI his best effort as it will be reported on his Junior Cycle
Profile of Achievements. Put in the time and effort now and it will pay off
in June!’ (October 2019)



Third Year Pre-Mock Reports

Sample C

****** is a diligent student who works well with others in
class. ***** is always prepared for class and her homework
and classwork are always completed to a very high standard.

Her Christmas test result is reflective of her hard work this
year. As ****** is at the top end of this descriptor she should
aim to push herself into the next descriptor 'Distinction'.
Rounding numbers, ICL and FCA require further practice.
Keep up the great work. (October 2019)



Third Year Pre-Mock Reports
Sample D

‘******* is a great student who works well in class. She is a very polite and kind

pupil. Showed a very good understanding of the art elements and object drawing.

Consider texture and blending value/tones a little more in your pepper drawing and

try to complete within time-frame. You had a good sense a scale and space on the A3

page. Your sketchbook is Above Expectations – high standard drawings, be mindful

of the layout of the sketchbook, you are on the cusp of Exceptional. There was a good

application of shape, line, value/colour, form, space and texture. Great effort in

exploring different media in some areas, but needs to continue throughout

sketchbook. Some artists research pages are creative, while others are not as

creative. With more practice on analytical drawing/object drawing, the skills and

techniques can be developed further in particular areas. Keep up the good work.’

(October 2019)



Third Year Pre-Mock Reports
Sample A
‘With more focus on the short questions *****, you will improve
on this result’ (October 2019).

Sample B
‘Attendance and in-class behaviour are excellent. Continued practice of exam questions
will improve your grade.’ (October 2019).

Sample C
‘Very good work done this term. Keep it up in the new year.’ (October 2019)

Sample D
‘A good terms work from **** both at the theory & the practical. With a little more
focus on key points on certain topics, you will improve on this result.’ (October 2019)



Third Year Pre-Mock Reports 

The pie chart is an analysis of the use of formative
assessment by teachers in our recent 2nd year
reports after their Christmas exams.

➢ Yes= Use of language of formative assessment in
feedback. Telling students what they did well
and how they can improve their grade.

➢ No= Absence of language of formative
assessment in feedback. Students not being told
how they can improve their grade.



Next Steps…

•Survey Third year students 

following the mock exam 

reports March 2020 to ascertain 

improvement.

•Verbal feedback stamps.



Verbal Feedback Stamp
• In response to the emphasis and importance

students placed on verbal feedback and
teacher concerns about students responses to
this feedback, or lack thereof, it was decided
by the SSE committee to introduce a
feedback stamp.

• Students will receive a stamp in their copies
with feedback. The student will then then
write a self-reflection on the feedback
including next step actions. This will
encourage students to take responsibility for
own learning.



3. Challenge

Time:



Time: To survey 3rd Years 
After Pre-Mocks

•There wasn’t any.

•Busy term. 

•Staff meeting and 3 

Parent Teacher 

meetings, Christmas 

exams and reports.



Time – To Present at Staff Meetings 

We were unable to play the SLT
video for staff at the staff
meeting on the 03/12/2019 due
to technical difficulties with
sound.

It has not been possible to fit it
into subsequent staff meetings
due to full agendas e.g. invited
speakers and the review of
posts which is mandatory.



Time 
To Reshoot Video Content

Video may have to 

be reshot which is 

time consuming 

for both teachers 

and students.



Time:
To Present to the BOM
•Time to present to Board of 

Management has not proven 
possible yet as a new board 
only formed before Christmas. 

•Meetings to date have had  full 
agendas e.g. 
enrolment/applications.



Time:
Waiting on Feedback Stamps


